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free float 41%

av. monthly liquidity (sar) 3,000,247,035
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trailing pe 5.27

pe 09 e 9.45

pB 2.81
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eps (sar) 17.12  9.55  9.93  13.20  18.80 18.78

dy 14.40% 8.04% 9.35% 13.16% 18.75% 18.73%
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BEST POSITIONED FOR A GREEN JOURNEy AhEAD
global food demand relatively inelaStic to economic Slowdown

the current global financial crisis has taken its toll on every aspect of consumer and industrial spend-
ing, leaving ahead a bleak and highly uncertain future for all types of goods except for food - the key 
need of every living being.

limited arable land

the future for fertilizers looks even brighter when considering the limited acreage of arable land in 
the world today.

long-term viSion remainS firmly in Place

the fertilizer industry has entered an unprecedented era, especially with the emergence of biofuel 
technology, which is likely to persist for the medium and long term.

maSSive Production curtailmentS acroSS the globe

the global fertilizer industry has witnessed major production cutbacks and shutdowns over the 
past months, giving the remaining fertilizer players a strong competitive edge ahead of the spring 
harvesting season.

unmatched coSt advantage

safco is ideally positioned, within a competitive landscape, to benefit from the long-term growth of 
a vital industry within the world economy.

a well cuShioned financial Structure

safco enjoys returns and profit margins superior to its peers, which will act as a safety net for the 
company in the future, helping it to absorb any renewed negative shocks in the industry and shield-
ing it from rising competition.

StocK clearly undervalued

We believe that the current stock price does not effectively reflect safco’s leading and highly com-
petitive status in an industry still regarded as attractive, embracing a positive outlook. even when 
pricing in a protracted slowdown in the agro-commodity market and in turn in the fertilizer mar-
ket, safco’s stock would still offer an upside potential of 54.1% given its estimated fair value of sar 
139.12.
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Long-Term Vision Remains
Firmly in Place

Global Food Demand Relatively 
Inelastic to Economic Slowdown

About 15.4% 
of the World’s Population 

Today Go Hungry Everyday

Limited Arable Land

Agro-commodity Prices 
Likely to Recoup

The Obama-Biden New 
Energy for America Plan

Massive Production 
Curtailments across 

the Globe

Urea Prices Close to Recovery

INvESTmENT RATIONALE

1 the fertilizer industry has entered an unprecedented era, especially with the emergence of bio-
fuel technology, which is likely to persist for the medium and long term. With global cereal stocks at 
extremely low levels, coupled with the rising demand for food, feed and fuel, the agricultural and in 
turn the fertilizer world is poised for a very green journey.

1 the current global financial crisis has taken its toll on every aspect of consumer and industrial 
spending, leaving ahead a bleak and highly uncertain future for all types of goods except for food 
- the key need of every living being. as the world’s population swells and eating habits improve, 
global food demand will continue to grow in spite of this weaker global economic environment. it is 
important to note that food demand is the key driver for fertilizer consumption.

1 the fight for hunger issue is escalating with nearly 1 billion people, out of an estimated world 
population of 6.5 billion, living malnourished. in turn, the director General of the food and agricul-
tural organizations of the united nations (fao) has called for “an investment of usd 30 billion per 
year in agriculture of developing countries to double food production by 2050 and ensure the basic 
right to food for all people”.

1 the future for fertilizers looks even brighter when considering the limited acreage of arable land 
in the world today. as food supply will need to grow to counter global demand and avoid a food 
shortage, increasing yield through the use of fertilizers is the sole way of ensuring the required food 
supply.

1 the fao and the us department of agriculture (usda) have projected a “modest recovery” in 
harvests in 2008/09. the small harvest, in turn, could lead to a notable rise in grain prices as inven-
tories are still at a record low and the world’s population is progressively growing. thus demand for 
food is expected to exceed supply, reducing further the inventory level. moreover, the dry weather 
in key agricultural producing countries, such as china and Brazil, will significantly reduce agricultur-
al output which will consequently exert upward pressure on fertilizer prices. to date, the Bloomberg 
crops spot price commodity index has risen by 24.3% from its 23-month low on the december 5th 

2008.

1 Barack obama and Joe Biden have called for the investment of usd 150 billion “in a clean energy 
economy” over a 10 year period as part of the obama-Biden new energy for america plan, which will 
“help create 5 million new green jobs, good jobs that cannot be outsourced”. among the objectives 
of the plan are biofuel expansion and the increased use of plug-in hybrids.

1 the global fertilizer industry has witnessed major production curtailments over the past months. 
about 22 million metric tons of annual urea capacity, for instance, has been either temporarily or 
permanently eliminated. these developments will constrict supply and support prices, giving the 
remaining fertilizer players a strong competitive edge ahead of the spring harvesting season in the 
northern hemisphere. over-applications will be needed, during spring cultivation, in order to com-
pensate for the very weak harvest and declining grain inventories of the fall season. 

1 Global urea prices are projected to rebound from the current level, seen by many as a price floor, 
approaching the usd 500/mt level by 2012 in correlation with international oil prices that are likely 
to bounce back to the usd 100/bbl level during the same period. hence the current soft scenario is 
not expected to last for much longer, as a recovery in urea demand and prices is anticipated.
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Fertilizer Prices to Remain 
Supported

Unmatched Cost Advantage

A Well Cushioned 
Financial Structure

Stock Clearly Undervalued

1 Global urea prices, which have been embedded by a chinese export tariff of 175% since sep-
tember 2008, will remain supported as china will maintain a tariff of 110% throughout 2009. these 
tariffs will curb urea exports from china, a key urea exporter, thus preventing prices from sliding 
further. furthermore, the latest 10 year gas agreement between russia and ukraine will play a sig-
nificant role in raising the urea price floor. ukraine, also a major urea exporter, will pay european gas 
prices that will be linked to international oil prices. thus it is likely that ukraine will pay usd 208-240 
per 1,000 cubic meters of natural gas, as opposed to usd 179.5 in 2008, setting a higher break-even 
price for urea. 

1 safco is ideally positioned, within a competitive landscape, to benefit from the long-term growth 
of a vital industry within the world economy. the company enjoys an unmatched competitive cost 
advantage with feedstock supply contracts that run for 25-30 years and benefits from relatively low 
export charges to asian and african markets owing  to its geographical proximity.

1 safco enjoys returns and profit margins superior to its peers, which will act as a safety net for the 
company in the future, helping it to absorb any renewed negative shocks in the industry and shield-
ing it from rising competition. safco has achieved an operating margin of 81.2%, largely exceeding 
the peer average of 22.9% and an eBitda margin of 89.3%, far outperforming the peer average of 
24.1%. moreover, its roe of 60.9% is 2770 basis points (bps) above the normalized average of its 
peers. equally noteworthy is safco’s sustainable equity growth rate going forward of 14.7%, based 
on the 2008 retention rate of 24.1%.

1 safco’s stock today: 

has lost two-thirds of its value since hitting a 52-week high •	
 is trading at a forward multiple of 9.45x, at a slight discount to its peers •	

   whose forward multiples average 11.58X
is trading at a current multiple at the low end of its historical range•	
has an estimated fair value of sar 139.12 based on the dividend discount  model•	

We therefore believe that the current stock price does not effectively reflect the company’s leading 
and highly competitive status in an industry still regarded as attractive, embracing a positive out-
look. safco’s stock offers upside potential of 54.1% given its fair value of sar 139.12.
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Global fertilizer demand
expected to witness a CAGR08-12 

of 2.9%

1 source: ifa, nov 2008
2 source: ifa, nov 2008FOOTNOTES

INDUSTRy ANALySIS

FERTILIZER OUTLOOk

in the past, fertilizer consumption was determined by variables such as economic growth and ag-
ricultural developments, ranging from production to government policies. however, in the period 
preceding the start of the current global financial crisis, a new set of factors entered the agricultural 
world: soaring prices of key food and feed commodities during a period of widespread profusion, in 
addition to an improving correlation between agricultural commodity markets and further types of 
markets. those characteristics vastly contributed to the record volatility witnessed in the food com-
modity markets over the past years.

With agricultural commodity prices expected to rebound, driven by population growth, improved 
diets and a whole new biofuel era, global fertilizer consumption is likely to grow in the long run. 
however, due to the harsh economic climate prevalent during the second half of 2008, global fertil-
izer consumption is estimated to have contracted by 2.2%1 in 2008. according to the international 
fertilizer industry association (ifa), fertilizer use is estimated to have fallen to 165.0 million metric 
tons in 2008, from 168.7 million metric tons the previous year. the consumption of one of the lead-
ing three sources of fertilizers, nitrogen, is estimated to have experienced slight growth of 0.5%, 
increasing to 101.1 million metric tons from 100.5 million metric tons in 2007. as for the phosphate 
and potash fertilizers, the other major crop nutrients, global consumption for 2008 is estimated to 
have fallen by 4.7% and 8.2%, respectively. south asia is believed to have had the largest share of 
growth in fertilizer demand for 2008. 

figure 1: Global fertilizer consumption (million metric tons)

Source: IFA, Nov 2008 and Audi Saudi Arabia estimates

looking into 2009, the ifa states that projections for the full year are “very speculative” owing to the 
lack of visibility in the economic, financial and agricultural picture. Global fertilizer demand could 
rebound during the second half of 2009 as the first half, to date, seems still unchanged. it is therefore 
expected that global fertilizer consumption for 2009 will increase by 3.5% with all three major types 
of fertilizers exhibiting similar growth rates. east asia is projected to have the largest share of growth 
in fertilizer demand for 20092.
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FOOTNOTES

figure 2: estimated Growth in fertilizer demand for 2008 per region

Source: IFA, Nov 2008

UREA AND AmmONIA

urea is a widely used nitrogen fertilizer, with a nitrogen composition of 46%. nearly 90% of urea’s 
use is as a fertilizer owing to its high level of nitrogen content. most of the urea produced is of a solid 
form, prilled or granulated, or of a crystalline form for small volume applications. urea is commonly 
traded on international fertilizer markets, with two major trading hubs – the Black sea (supplying 
europe and latin america) and the arab Gulf (supplying north america and asia/oceania). these 
trade flows are key determinants of international urea prices.  

the strong demand for urea in the agricultural and industrial sectors led to a grave supply tightness 
in 2007, amid extensive production outages and deferred commissioning of new facilities. however, 
the supply situation improved in 2008 as new urea capacity, estimated at 5.4 million metric tons, 
was commissioned during the year. the capacity additions, mostly in china and to a lesser extent in 
iran and egypt, resulted in a total global urea capacity of 163 million metric tons for 2008. this figure 
is expected to grow by 11 million metric tons in 2009, to 174 million metric tons with china again 
accounting for close to one-half of the growth3. however, much uncertainty surrounds the planned 
capacities for 2009 due to the current economic conditions and the possibility of recession in many 
countries.
 
prior to the current global financial crisis, the ifa anticipated that the global urea market would re-
main tight from 2008 till 2010 with a growing surplus materializing by 2012 of an average of 4.1 mil-
lion metric tons/annum. Global urea supply was expected to reach 150.6 million metric tons in 2008 
and 184.3 million metric tons in 2012 (caGr of 5.2% over 2008). on the other hand, global demand 
for urea was expected to grow from 150.0 million metric tons in 2008 to 180.2 million metric tons 
in 2012 (caGr of 4.7% over 2008). the global balance of urea would thus increase from a surplus of 
0.6 million metric tons in 2008 to 4.1 million metric tons in 2012. however, these figures were based 
on the key assumption that no announced project would be delayed or postponed, and hence all 
planned capacity expansions would be on track. projects were planned all across the globe, with the 
largest intended capacity expansions taking place in the middle east and north africa (mena) re-
gion and in china. the production facilities planned in iran, oman, qatar, saudi arabia and the uae 
were expected to boost urea capacity by up to 10 million metric tons/annum by 20114. furthermore, 
iran’s domestic production capacity alone was forecasted to expand three-fold by 2011 to reach 5.7 
million metric tons/annum. 

3 source: ifa, nov 2008
4 source: ifa, may 2008 and icis
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however, the industry’s picture today has changed. projections of urea balances for the medium 
and long term are blurred in the current economic climate. near term, urea demand is expected to 
grow by 4.9% to 154.8 million metric tons in 2009 where as urea supply is expected to drop by 8.1% 
to 138.2 million metric tons5 owing to the massive production curtailments that took place largely 
during the fourth quarter of 2008. this would result in an immense shortage of 16.6 million metric 
tons of urea in 2009, as opposed to a surplus of 2.8 million metric tons in 2008. 

figure 3: Global urea market (million metric tons)

Source: IFA, Nov 2008
*Audi Saudi Arabia estimates

although most of the growth in nitrogen import demand related to urea, worldwide demand for 
ammonia imports also grew but at a very moderate rate. (ammonia, derived from combining hydro-
gen with nitrogen, is the basic intermediate product in the nitrogen fertilizer industry.) Global am-
monia production for 2008 is estimated to have increased by 1.2% from the previous year, to reach 
156.2 million metric tons, with more than one-half of the growth originating from china6.  

figure 4: World production of urea and ammonia (million metric tons)

Source: IFA, Nov 2008

5 source: ifa, nov 2008 and audi saudi arabia estimates
6 source: ifa, nov 2008FOOTNOTES
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2008: exceptional performance 
in a time of abundance

A WORD ON PRICES

the rising commodity prices, up until the start of the current global financial crisis, have driven 
fertilizer demand and production higher, as witnessed in the tight global market for fertilizers and 
in mounting prices. although production of most fertilizer products reached record levels in 2007, 
as fuelling agricultural needs induced strong growth on the supply-side, the market still exhibited 
tightness.  over the past ten years, prices of fertilizer products have hit record highs with the steep-
est increase in returns taking place during 2008. up until the last two weeks of July 2008, urea7 
prices were skyrocketing, reaching an all-time high of usd 770/mt towards July-end and trading at 
the same level till mid-september. as for ammonia8 prices, an all time of usd 860/mt was recorded 
towards the middle of october 2008. With the emergence of the financial crisis and consequent 
significant softening of the fertilizer market, nitrogen fertilizer prices severely suffered. to date, urea 
and ammonia prices have plunged by 61.7% and 76.2%, respectively, from their all time-highs. 

figure 5: fertilizer prices since 1998 

 

Source: Bloomberg as of March 11th, 2009

at present, ammonia prices are trading 3.3% below their historical ten year average of usd 212/mt. 
in contrast, urea prices are trading 49.5% above their historical ten year average of usd 197/mt.

ammonia and urea prices rebounded lately by 70.8% and 22.9%, respectively, from their recent lows 
partly due to the latest gas dispute between russia and ukraine in addition to the large production 
curtailments that took place around the world ahead of the spring season. moreover, the hike in 
agricultural prices also played a role in the correction of the ammonia and urea prices.

it is noteworthy to mention that the price floor for ammonia is set by energy prices, specifically natu-
ral gas. the price floor for urea in turn is set by the ammonia price, as the latter is the key input for 
the production of urea9. furthermore, an almost perfect correlation exists between urea and crude 
oil prices. a regression analysis on these two variables has resulted in a correlation co-efficient of 
0.9210.

7 icis pricing Granular urea fertilizer fob middle east price
8 icis pricing ammonia fertilizer - arabian Gulf
9 conversion factor: 0.58 metric tonne of ammonia per one metric tonne of urea 
10 regression analysis based on monthly prices over the past ten years
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figure 6: correlation between oil prices and urea prices

Source: Bloomberg

according to the ifa, the surge in fertilizer prices notably urea prices, since 2007 and up until most 
of 2008, has been driven by various factors among which:

1 soaring demand for and an increase in prices of agricultural commodities

1 tighter supply of raw materials

1 increasing energy prices and ocean freight rates

1 rising prices of steel and machinery

1 lack of specialized labor

1 historical shortage of fertilizer investments

1 a weaker us dollar

in early 2008, export tariffs on fertilizers were introduced in several exporting countries aggravating 
the existing tight supply conditions and causing prices to rise further, at least until the end of the 
third quarter of 2008. most notably, the chinese export ban has resulted in significant upward pres-
sure on fertilizer prices, with urea experiencing a 69.2% surge in price from the date the ban became 
effective (april 20) up until september-end. china, which is the largest grain producer worldwide 
and holds about one-fifth of the world’s urea exports, has raised its export taxes by 100 percentage 
points on all fertilizers. this was an attempt by the chinese government to curb inflation, as grain 
supply is crucial to the country’s battle with inflation, and to improve the country’s agricultural sec-
tor during the main fertilizer application season. the tax rates were raised to levels within the 100% 
to 135% range, effective from april 20, 2008. towards the end of august, china’s ministry of finance 
announced a further hike in the export tariffs on urea, set at 185% for september and 175% for the 
remaining three months of the year. 

however, for 2009 the tariffs charged during the high-demand season (i.e. all months except de-
cember, January, July and august) will be 110%, as confirmed lately by the Government of china. 
these government decisions are aimed to further curb the urea outflow from the asian nation and 
thereby increase internal supplies for farmers. the strong price reaction that resulted from the ban 
highlights the large impact of the chinese domestic balance on the global fertilizer market.
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FOOTNOTES

AGRICULTURAL SCENE

for two successive years, in 2007 and 2008, the world witnessed record prices of agro-commodities, 
bumper harvests and mounting grain production. according to the projections of the united states 
department of agriculture (usda), global cereal production for 2008 amounted to 2,208 million 
metric tons, reflecting a yearly growth rate of 4.2%. the record production was a result of soar-
ing agro-commodity prices and a favorable climate. however, the fao’s recent “crop prospects and 
food situation” report has pointed to a decrease in world cereal output in 2009, from the preceding 
year, due to smaller harvests and dry weather in key agricultural producing countries.

figure 7: World cereal production

source: IFA, Nov 2008

farmers’ decision to buy fertilizers is heavily influenced by the price they foresee to collect for their 
output, as in most cases, farmers purchase fertilizers on credit and settle their dues only when their 
crops are sold. as a result, the impact of agro-commodity prices on farmers’ investment decisions is 
about 25 times greater than the impact of fertilizer prices themselves11. rising international prices 
of agricultural commodities therefore are inclined to exert upward pressure on fertilizer prices, as 
illustrated in the figure below.

figure 8: prices of agro-commodities

Source: Bloomberg (Base 100 = January 2005)

the notable rise in crop prices during 2008 has been attributed to increased incomes, specifically 
in china and india, resulting in growing demand for grains amid an era of exceedingly low global 
inventories. furthermore, the rising production of corn-based ethanol also contributed to the surge 
in crop prices. although the direct impact of biofuel crops is somewhat little, with only 2.4% of 
global fertilizer use in 2007/812, the indirect contribution is large. Biofuel production ultimately af-
fects global fertilizer consumption by influencing international food and feed prices, which in turn 
strongly induce fertilizer use on such crops.

Prices of agro-commodities, a major 
driver of fertilizer consumption

11 source: ifa, may 2008
12 source: ifa, may 2008
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it is widely anticipated that agricultural demand will remain firm going forward. this positive out-
look for the industry is based on projected population growth and improved eating habits in line 
with income growth. as consumer income increases, especially in developing countries, people be-
gin adopting a healthier lifestyle which encompasses a richer diet that includes meat, fruits and 
vegetables. this growing trend of switching to protein-rich diets largely contributes to the growth 
in demand for agricultural commodities. furthermore, Gdp per capita is expected to witness a caGr 
of 5.23% over the next five years13, driving up future meat consumption.

figure 9: meat consumption vs Gdp (per capita in 2002)

Source: FAO, Global Insight, Mosaic

figure 10: World Gdp per capita

Source: IMF, US Census Bureau

capacity expansions in the fertilizer industry will continue in order to keep pace with this growing 
trend. although the investment level has increased during the past several years as fertilizer de-
mand was gradually building up, the fast growth in income in developing nations and the abrupt in-
terest in biofuels boosted demand more than had been anticipated. nevertheless, new production 
capacities are expected to come onstream in the medium term, however with the current global 
financial turmoil taking place much uncertainty surrounds the matter.

13 imf, us census Bureau
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BIOFUEL CRAZE

the surge in oil prices which lasted until mid-2008, along with growing concerns over carbon emis-
sions from fossil fuels, have created a global biofuel craze. Biofuels, or agrofuels, are plant –based 
liquid fuels that are widely considered as a ‘cleaner’ substitute to fossil fuels and hence are rap-
idly evolving as an alternative energy source. high-octane fuel ethanol, the most popular biofuel, 
represents over 90% of total biofuel consumption, as per the international energy agency (iea). 
the world’s leading ethanol producers are Brazil (sugar-based ethanol) and the united states (corn-
based ethanol). according to research by British petroleum (Bp), around one sixth of the us domes-
tic corn output is directed towards ethanol production, whereas in Brazil, about half of the domestic 
sugar cane crops is used for producing ethanol as half of the country’s transport is ethanol-based. 
furthermore, Brazil is considered a pioneer in this industry, as it has been in the biofuel business 
for over 30 years.  Biodiesel, a high-cetane fuel, is the other growing biofuel produced from oilseed 
crops such as soybean, rapeseed and oil palm. as per the iea, Germany ranked as the largest biodie-
sel producer, has a 50% share of world production.

figure 11: Global producers of fuel ethanol 

Source: BP Statistical Review, June 2008

Biofuels serve primarily the transportation sector. according to Bp, 97% of the transport sector’s 
fuel usage is provided by gasoline and diesel. that is why, today, biofuels represent only two or 
three per cent of world transportation fuels. however, the firm and growing demand for biofuels is 
expected to translate into a 30% share of the transportation fuel market by 2030, implying a caGr 
of 15%-20% of biofuel usage over the next two decades.      
 
nations with massive energy consumption have placed aggressive targets for biofuel consumption 
and carbon emission diminution for the long run, such as “the obama-Biden new energy for amer-
ica plan” put forward by the new obama administration. this increases the likelihood that biofuel 
growth will persist into the medium to long term, with the agriculture industry serving mutually the 
energy and the food sectors.

figure 12: Global transportation fuel usage (billions of liters)

Biofuels, another dimension to 
worldwide demand for grains 

and sugar

A 30% share of the transportation 
fuel market by 2030

Expected CAGR of 15%-20% 
of biofuel usage over the 

next two decades

Source: Tecknon 2006 and BP, December 2007
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the key role of biofuels is to supply replenishable energy, not as carbon intensive as oil and that can 
be produced domestically by many countries. Biofuels are regarded by many as the key to climate 
change since they are the preeminent means to decrease the emissions of greenhouse gases. these 
fuels release less carbon dioxide into the air, unlike conventional transportation fuels, which consti-
tute around 21% of overall global emissions14. 

Biofuel technology is highly intensive in resources such as land, energy, water and chemicals.  the 
feedstocks used for such technology are exhaustively farmed energy crops, such as corn, wheat and 
sugarcane, which are cultivated and then processed into biofuels. due to the properties of these 
crops, biofuels are not direct substitutes for conventional fuels and can therefore be utilized for 
standard vehicles only when blended in small amounts (5%-10% volume) with gasoline or diesel15. 
larger volumes of biofuels are therefore required to complement conventional fuels. during the last 
four years, the production of ethanol and biodiesel has largely risen. according to Bp, world ethanol 
production for 2007 increased to 26 million tons of oil equivalent (mtoe) from 20 mtoe the prior 
year, reflecting growth of 27.8%. this was the highest supply growth rate witnessed by the biofuel 
industry, largely attributed to the us and Brazilian markets. 

figure 13: Global fuel ethanol production (mtoe)

Source: BP Statistical Review, June 2008

although it is widely anticipated that the biofuel industry will continue evolving over the medium 
to long term, many barriers could hinder its growth, among which are the following: 

1international oil prices remaining at the current relatively low levels, or perhaps declining fur-
ther, weakening the demand for alternative fuels.

1less availability of arable land, as competition for utilization of such land is growing between 
biofuel technology and food production. this may lead to increases in ethanol and food prices, 
which would have harsh implications on the living poor.

1costly production, with feedstock and land costs the key contributors to total cost.

1removal or reduction of government subsidies and support

“Biofuels may mean filling the fuel 
tank at the cost of emptying the 

stomach of the poor”
Runge 2007, Msangi 2006

14 source: Bp, december 2007
15 source: Bp
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Oil prices are expected to rebound, 
renewing the incentive for invest-

ments in biofuels

despite these uncertainties clouding the future of biofuels, some comfort is provided by the bull-
ish oil outlook. international oil prices are expected to rebound in the medium to long term, due 
to strong demand fundamentals and ambiguity regarding new supplies. the recovery of oil prices 
should renew the demand for alternative fuels.

figure 14: Wti crude oil prices yearly average (usd/bbl)

Source: Bloomberg Contributors as of March 11th, 2009

figure 15: correlation between Biofuel & crude oil

Source: Bloomberg 
(Regression analysis based on monthly prices over the past  two years)
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Announced shut-downs 
of urea facilities:
1 At least 12 

million tons outside China
1Close to 10 

million tons in China

INDUSTRy WRAP-UP: REPERCUSSIONS OF ThE GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISIS ON ThE 
FERTILIZER INDUSTRy  

the current global financial crisis has impacted each and every single industry, leaving no stone 
unturned. the fertilizer industry had its share of the crisis severity, evident in the historic price crash 
on the back of deteriorating market conditions and falling raw material prices. urea and ammonia 
prices suffered immensely, losing more than two-thirds of their values in just a few months. the 
weak market conditions resulted from tumbling agro-commodity prices, an overdue north ameri-
can harvest and an idled distribution chain. moreover, the harsh economic climate resulted in mas-
sive production curtailments in the us and in europe, as demand for fertilizers weakened amid ris-
ing inventories. 

a ‘wait and see’ approach was adopted by many farmers whereby fertilizer purchases were deferred, 
in expectation of further declines in fertilizer prices, more foreseeable crop prices and a generally 
improved cost-benefit ratio. the extremely volatile prices of agro-commodities and fertilizers make 
investments in fertilizers extremely risky for farmers, which leads them to adopt a conservative ap-
proach. furthermore, in the course of the global credit squeeze, farmers were faced with difficulties 
in accessing credit in order to secure agricultural inputs. these developments have led to major 
declines in sales volume for fertilizer producers and consequently to production curtailments, such 
as those made by the norwegian fertilizer producer yara:

Source: Yara
* Yara’s Ferrara and Le Havre production plants are expected to restart production soon

it is estimated that at least 12 million metric tons of annual urea capacity has been curtailed outside 
china and close to 10 million metric tons in china, a total cutback of 22 million metric tons glob-
ally16. these closures represent about 13.5% of the global urea capacity for 2008, estimated at 163 
million metric tons17. these developments will largely constrict urea supply in 2009, which should 
provide some price support. 

despite record prices of agro-commodities, bumper harvests and mounting grain production for 
two successive years, grain inventories remained at a low level because global consumption has 
exceeded production for the seven out of the last eight years. the picture did not change much 
with the financial storm making its way through the industry. as for the impact on crop prices, the 
Bloomberg crops spot price commodity index tumbled from its all-time high of 199.47 points on 
July 2nd 2008 to a bottom of 85.57 points on december 5th 2008, a level very close to the 12-year 
historical average. the sharp fall of crop prices started with the withdrawal of speculative funds from 
the grain market as the financial turmoil worsened. the hasty elimination of grain export restrictions 
in several countries aggravated further the fall in crop prices. other key factors that contributed to 
this downturn were the plunging crude oil prices and the appreciation of the us dollar. farmers 
responded to the slide in crop prices by drastically cutting their fertilizer purchases. 

16 source: yara, dec 2008
17 source: ifa, nov 2008
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18 ifa, november 2008
19 china’s and india’s 2009 Gdp growth projection 
    of 6.7% and 5.1%, respectively (source: imf, January 2009)
20 as of february 5th, 2009

figure 16: Bloomberg crops spot price commodity index

Source: Bloomberg as of March 11th, 2009      

the eating habits of individuals were also victim to the current financial crisis. prior to the turmoil, 
more and more consumers were starting to adopt a protein-rich diet heavy on meat, fish, fruits and 
vegetables. however, with consumers’ purchasing power diminishing, individuals are expected to 
reverse to basic low-protein diets, which entail weaker fertilizer demand18. 

as in regards to new production capacities coming on stream as planned, there is a lot of uncertain-
ty. With the financial crisis dragging on, not many developments on new projects are expected to 
take place in the coming few years and there will certainly be delays in the near term. consequently, 
capacity additions across the globe could be significantly lower than projected.

nevertheless, we still believe that despite the gloomy economic climate today, the fertilizer industry 
remains promising. the long-term fundamentals are still strong, mainly due to:

1 long-term growth in demand for agro-commodities 

1 a swelling food crisis amid a growing world population 

1 a rising per capita income in china and india19

1 a continuous trend of improving eating habits 

1 the increasing popularity of biofuels

signs of improvement in the global fertilizer market are already beginning to show, as witnessed by 
yara’s decision to restart production at its ferrara and le havre production facilities. furthermore, 
the 23% rebound in urea prices lately20, from a two-year low of usd 240/mt, also indicates the start 
of a positive momentum in the industry. 
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in the context of limited arable land and climate change, amid a tight grain market, sustaining soil 
fertility and increasing yield will remain the key solution to meeting agricultural demand for years 
to come. consequently, the demand for fertilizers will remain firm.

figure 17: World population midyear (1970-2040)
 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, International Data Base
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ThE STORy AT A GLANCE

Source: Audi Saudi Arabia

Source: Bloomberg

Source: IFA, Nov 2008 and Audi Saudi Arabia estimates

Source: Bloomberg

Bloomberg crops spot price commodity index

Global urea market (million metric tons)

icis pricing Granular urea fertilizer fob middle east price
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COmPANy OvERvIEW
PROFILE

safco, the Kingdom’s first producer of fertilizers, was established in 1965 with an initial capital of sar 
100 million. it is headquartered in Jubail industrial city and employs 1243 personnel (as of yearend 
2008).

safco was formed as a joint venture between saudi nationals and the government, which had a 51% 
stake. subsequently, as the company successfully expanded and enhanced its business, 10% of this 
stake was granted to safco’s employees, which we assume is part of the company’s free float.

figure 18: share ownership

                
                   
               
                

Source: Tadawul              

since its foundation, the company’s capital has been increased significantly and currently stands 
at sar 2.5 billion, corresponding to 250 million shares of sar 10 per share. the company enjoys a 
market capitalization of sar 22.6 billion and a free-floated market capitalization of about sar 9.3 
billion. safco ranks ninth in the saudi free-float index, constituting 2.92% of the tadawul, and is 
positioned second largest in the tadawul all share petrochemical index with a weight of 14.88%21. 
furthermore, it has a weight of 2.31% in the Bloomberg europe chemicals index and 0.94% in the 
Bloomberg World chemicals index. 

mANAGEmENT

the company’s board is presided by mohammed hamad al-mady who is also the Vice chairman and 
chief executive officer of sabic, one of the world’s top petrochemical players.

Source: Safco

21 market data as of march 11th, 2009
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April 2007: Safco IV entered the 
market with massive output in a 

period of surging fertilizer demand

OBJECTIvES

safco is engaged in the manufacturing and marketing of urea, ammonia, sulfuric acid and melamine, 
predominantly in saudi arabia  but also in countries in asia, europe and north america. it is also ac-
tive in the setting up and operation of chemical and non-chemical production plants as part of its 
expansionary drive.

PhySICAL FACILITIES

the construction of safco’s first ammonia and urea plant in dammam began in 1966 and the factory 
came on-stream during march 1970. the company underwent significant expansion eversince its 
establishment, diversifying its production lines and income sources. today, with its highly efficient 
manufacturing plants, safco enjoys a total production capacity of around 5.1 million metric tons/
annum of four different quality products. safco iV, the latest unit which began production during 
april 2007 with an estimated cost of usd 630 million, by itself has an annual production capacity 
of 1.1 million metric tons of granular urea and 1.1 million metric tons ammonia. the operational 
commencement of phase iV increased the company’s production capacity by up to 77% and has 
made safco a global player in the fertilizer industry. about 52.1% of the total production capac-
ity is allotted to obtaining urea, while the remaining 45.6% of capacity is consecrated to ammonia 
production.

figure 19: history of expansions

1966

construction of ammonia & urea plant in dammam*

production capacities 202 thousand metric tons/year of ammonia

330 thousand metric tons/year of urea

1979

construction of sulfuric acid plant

production capacity of 100 thousand metric tons/year

1983

construction of melamine plant 

production capacity of 20 thousand metric tons/year

1993 - 2006

construction of seven plants in the Jubail industrial city

production capacities 2.1 million metric tons/year of ammonia

2.3 million metric tons/year of urea

metric tons/year prior phase iV % of total after phase iV % of total

ammonia 1,202,000 42.1% 2,302,000 45.6%

urea 1,503,000 53.6% 2,630,000 52.1%

sulfuric acid 100,000 3.5% 100,000 2.0%

melamine 20,000 0.7% 20,000 0.4%

total production capacity 2,852,000 5,052,000

Source: Safco

* The Dammam plant, situated in a residential area, was ordered by the government to close in December 2006 due 
to environmental concerns. The company ceased operations at its urea, ammonia and melamine plant in Dammam 
on 24/08/2008. The facility contributed about 12.9% to the company’s total production. The closure resulted in a loss 
from discontinued operations of SAR 251 million for the full year 2008.
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PRODUCTS OvERvIEW

safco’s products are mainly used in the agricultural industry, but they serve other industries as 
well. 

1 urea

this product, employed in solid prilled or granulated form, is the most widely and universally used 
nitrogen fertilizer. it can also be employed for the production of melamine, urea-formaldehyde resin 
and acrylate plastic. 

safco is one of the world’s leading producers of urea, with an annual production capacity exceeding 
2.6 million metric tons of urea.  about 13% of the total urea produced is directed towards the saudi 
market, with the remaining production exported to other key markets.

figure 20: urea target markets

      

Source: Safco

1 ammonia
ammonia is considered a vital chemical in the production of nitrogen fertilizers due to its rich ni-
trogen content (82%). it is also widely used for manufacturing of plastics, detergents and other 
industrial products. safco is one of the world’s foremost producers of ammonia, enjoying an annual 
production capacity of 2.3 million metric tons of ammonia.  

figure 21: ammonia target markets

Source: Safco 

Source: Safco 

A highly integrated 
production process
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making the most of its highly vertically integrated facility, safco uses its ammonia output to produce 
urea and melamine, with additional production sold to export markets and a minor share to the lo-
cal market. With the current production capacity of the company, we have estimated that around 
0.58 of a metric ton of ammonia is required for the production of one metric ton of urea. therefore, 
with the company’s urea plant capacity of 2.63 million metric tons per annum, about 1.53 million 
metric tons of ammonia would be required as input. 

1 Sulfuric acid
this widely used industrial chemical serves many purposes. its main uses are in phosphate fertilizer 
production and in desalination, the process of deriving fresh potable water from salt-water sources. 
in this respect, it is worth noting that saudi arabia is considered to be a world leader in desalina-
tion. 

safco has a daily production capacity of 360 metric tons of sulfuric acid, positioning it as the region’s 
largest producer of the this product. its target markets are saudi arabia and the Gulf cooperation 
council (Gcc) member countries. 

1 melamine
melamine, derived from urea, is a chemical utilized in the production of resins, paints and plastics.  
safco is the region’s sole producer of this crystalline powder, with an annual production capacity 
of 20 thousand metric tons. the bulk of production is directed towards european countries, with a 
small proportion sold in the domestic market. 

figure 22: melamine target markets

  
           

  
Source: Safco 

PRODUCTION AND SALES

safco’s production in 2008 amounted to 4.77 million metric tons, compared to 5.23 million metric 
tons produced during the previous year. the implied drop of 8.8% is attributed mainly to the com-
pany’s maintenance works that took place during the first quarter of 2008, in addition to the closure 
of its damman production plant. in terms of marketed volume, the company recorded a decrease 
of 7.3% in volume sold, from 3.46 million metric tons in 2007 to 3.20 million metric tons in 2008. the 
ratio of volume sold to volume produced improved by 108 bps, from 66.0% in 2007 to 67.1% in 2008. 
safco’s production capacity was under-utilized by 5.5% in 2008 mainly owing to its maintenance 
stoppage during the year, as opposed to achieving an over-utilization rate of 3.6% in 2007. 
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Exposure to the local market and 
most international markets

Low cost of feedstock, a real 
advantage In light of high 

energy prices

figure 23: total production to sales Volume (000 tons)

  

Source: Safco 2008

figure 24: Geographical distribution of sales

Source: Safco 2008

SUPPLIERS

the main feedstock for the fertilizer industry in the mena region, composing more than 80% of the 
overall raw material cost, is natural gas. to secure its supply of this crucial input, safco has entered 
into long-term supply contracts with saudi aramco, the government-owned oil company and main 
provider of gas and liquid feedstock to the sabic group. under the supply contracts, whose terms 
range from 25 to 30 years, saudi aramco is obliged to provide safco annually with the maximum 
amount of ethane required at the government’s fixed price of usd 0.75/mmBtu. this rate has been 
set since 1999, offering safco a considerable competitive advantage as many of its major competi-
tors acquire their feedstock through the open market. it is noteworthy to mention that the hydro-
carbon feedstock costs constitute a large share of safco’s costs of sales. 
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FOOTNOTES 22 as of march 11th, 2008

figure 25: us Gas price henry hub
 
              

Source: Bloomberg as of March11th, 2009

figure 26: safco’s cash cost position 

Source: Audi Saudi Arabia

AFFILIATES

safco’s financial soundness and expansionary drive led to investments in the following companies:

1 50.0% stake in national chemical fertilizer (ibn al-Baytar)

1 3.7% stake in ibn rushd

1 5.0% stake in sabayek                             

1 1.7% in yansab (a publicly listed company with a current market cap of sar 8.97 billion22)          

COmPETITORS

safco’s regional key competitors in both urea and ammonia production are qatar fertilizer compa-
ny (a subsidiary of industries qatar), ruwais fertilizer industries and Gulf petrochemical industries. 
internationally, yara, agrium, Koch nitrogen, cf industries and terra industries are among the major 
players.
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FOOTNOTES

country Key products current production 
capacity23 (million tpa)

safco Ksa urea 2.63

ammonia 2.30

regional

qafco qatar urea 2.96

ammonia 2.19

ruwais fertilizer 
industries

uae urea 0.47

ammonia 0.34

Gulf petrochemical 
industries

Bahrain urea 0.44

ammonia 0.31

Worldwide

yara norway urea 3.6

ammonia 7.7

agrium canada urea 2.6

ammonia 3.4

Koch nitrogen co. usa nitrogen fertilizers 7.5

cf industries inc. usa nitrogen fertilizers 6.4

terra industries inc.  usa urea 0.3

ammonia 3.0

Sources: Company, Zawya as of September, 2008

LATEST DEvELOPmENTS

1 the Board of directors recommended a cash dividend distribution of sar 7 per share for the 
second half of 2008. furthermore, the Board approved certain steps to be implemented in order to 
improve productivity and minimize costs during the present economic downturn.

1 safco and hadeed, the iron and steel unit of sabic, have signed a joint-venture agreement to 
construct a steel plant in the Jubail industrial city. the plant, expected to be completed in four 
years, will have an annual production capacity of 1.7 million metric tons of iron sheet (flat steel). the 
new factory will use the gas allocation originally pertaining to safco’s dammam plant, which ceased 
operations in 2008.         

PARENT COmPANy

safco, al-Jubail fertilizer company (al-Bayroni formerly known as samad) and national chemical 
fertilizer company (ibn al-Baytar) represent the fertilizer strategic Business unit (sBu) of sabic, a 
significant component of sabic’s bottom line.  

23 numbers do not account for the temporary and permanent shutdowns that begun to  
take place during the fourth quarter of 2008
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Sabic, among the world’s leading 
five producers of urea with one 

of the highest profitability in the 
industry

figure 27: sBu’s share of sabic’s total production (2008)

sabic’s fertilizer sBu produces prilled and granular urea, ammonia, di-ammonium phosphate, com-
pound, liquid fertilizers and sulfuric acid, with a total annual production capacity of around 8.1 mil-
lion metric tons (boosted lately by the safco iV production lines). sabic can meet the entire urea and 
ammonia demand of saudi arabia, in addition to 90% of the domestic phosphate needs. around 
65% of the ammonia produced is used in-house to derive urea and other fertilizers, with the remain-
ing 35% marketed abroad. today sabic is the world’s top producer and exporter of granular urea, 
and a key producer of various fertilizers. the global status it has achieved in the fertilizer industry 
can be attributed to the strategic plans the company has executed for years in a booming industry. 

figure 28: share ownership of al-Bayroni & ibn al-Baytar

Source: Sabic 2008

in 2008, sabic’s fertilizer unit recorded strong results. its total production reached 7.1 million metric 
tons, decreasing by 5.5% from the previous year mainly due to the maintenance works performed 
by safco. sales volumes dropped by 7.8%, from 5.1 million metric tons to 4.7 million metric tons. 
the ratio of volume marketed to volume produced slightly regressed, from 67.9% in 2007 to 66.2% 
in 2008. around 88% and 97% of the company’s urea and ammonia production, respectively, is ex-
ported to target markets in africa, asia, north america and australasia.

figure 29: sabic’s fertilizer production (000 tons)

Source: Sabic and Audi Saudi Arabia estimates

Source: Sabic 2008
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FINANCIAL ANALySIS

PROFITABILITy 

the remarkable rise in safco’s full year net earnings for 2008 is attributed to the company’s excep-
tional performance during the second and third quarter of the year, where ammonia and urea prices 
traded around record levels. net profit for the full year 2008 amounted to sar 4.28 billion, close to 
double the prior year’s net earnings, and represents the highest annual profit generated since the 
company’s inception. ammonia and granular urea prices traded around an average of usd 504/mt 
and usd 513/mt, respectively, in 2008 opposed to usd 267/mt and usd 303/mt, respectively, in 
the previous year (translating into growth of 88.9% for ammonia prices and 69.4% for granular urea 
prices, year-on-year). 

figure 30: earnings Growth

safco’s impressive growth in profitability over the past few years, evident from the caGr04-08 of 
59.6% in net profits, was underpinned by the expansion of its profit margins. the significant increase 
in margins over the years was the result of strong growth in sales, combined with a highly-controlled 
cost environment attributed mostly to the low fixed-cost of feedstock supplied to safco. the start 
of commercial production by safco iV, at the beginning of the second quarter of 2007, also played a 
major role in the company’s performance for the past two years. these healthy margins will provide 
a safety cushion for the company in the future, helping it to absorb any renewed negative shocks 
in the industry and shielding it from rising competition. the company’s improved operational effi-
ciency and management effectiveness is summarized in the below graphs.

CAGR04-08 of 59.6% in net profits 
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Rising margins, a safety 
cushion for Safco

Sales growing in parallel with the 
rise of urea prices

figure 31: operational efficiency and management effectiveness

sales revenues24 witnessed a caGr of 40.2% between 2004 and 2008, largely driven by the rising 
international prices of urea and ammonia, in addition to the company’s growing clientele and mas-
sive increase in production volumes. the minimal growth in sales in 2006 was a result of small rise in 
production along with the softening of product prices towards yearend. 

regarding the 2008 turnover, the 69% boost in revenues was driven by mounting fertilizer prices up 
until the start of the global financial crisis. for the third quarter alone, safco generated sales of sar 
2.2 billion, comprising more than 40% of the full year revenues for 2008. sulfuric acid sales have an 
insignificant contribution to the company’s top-line number.
 
figure 32: Growth in sales revenues

FOOTNOTES
24 revenues are recognized upon shipment of products to clients and are recorded 
net of specific distribution expenses
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High quality operating assets 
on the increase 

safco’s return on common equity has improved steadily over time, with a slight exception in 2006 
when earnings experienced minimal growth of only 4.7%. the substantial growth in net income in 
2008, which translated into retained earnings of over sar 4 billion and consequently a total equity 
size of over sar 8 billion (versus sar 6.0 billion in 2007), resulted in a significant leap in roe from 
41.1% to 60.9%. safco’s sustainable equity growth rate going forward is 14.7%, based on the 2008 
retention rate of 24.1%.

figure 33: return on equity

the company’s return on total assets also showed years of consecutive growth, with the exception 
of 2006 owing to previously mentioned factors regarding earnings. the improvement in roa was 
most notable in 2008, when it increased from 29.8% to 47.7% on account of higher earnings and a 
21.9% growth in the asset base. the positive change in the return on net operating assets (rnoa) 
was even more remarkable, as it increased from 38.3% in 2007 to 61.7% in 2008 with a growth in 
net operating profit after tax (nopat) and net operating assets (noa) of 100.7% and 35.4%, re-
spectively.
                             
figure 34: return on total assets

although operating in a capital-intensive industry, safco has been able to maintain a growing re-
turn on invested capital (roic), excluding 2006 due to a larger base of invested capital and stable 
earnings. in 2008, the company recorded a roic of 93.5%, more than double the 2007 level of 44.0%, 
on the back of a significantly larger nopat. this impressive performance reflects the company’s im-
proving success in employing and allocating its capital to lucrative investments. 
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figure 35: return on invested capital

CAPITAL STRUCTURE 

safco’s debt has been increasing gradually, reaching a peak of sar 1.2 billion in 2006, largely due to 
the financing of safco iV whose estimated cost has risen to sar 2.4 billion. in 2008, total debt de-
clined by 15.2% to sar 826 million and total equity increased by 33.6% to sar 8.0 billion (from sar 
6.0 billion) resulting in a lower debt-to-capital ratio of 9.3%. safco’s debt to equity and debt to capi-
tal have remained relatively low over the years, reflecting the company’s high equity-based capital 
structure in a capital-intensive industry. furthermore, it is worth mentioning that safco’s operating 
and free cash flows as at year-end 2008 were 5.2x and 5.1x its total debt, respectively, translating 
into an extremely high debt coverage ratio.

figure 36: leverage position

Rising ROIC… an indication of 
company’s investment quality 

An equity-based capital structure…
another facet of financial strength
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In such an industry, fixed asset
 outweigh other types of assets

at year-end 2008, safco’s outstanding total debt amounted to sar 826 million, of which sar 590 
million were long-term debt. the company’s long-term financing consists of a sidf25 facility and a 
syndicated loan. the company received the additional sidf facility of sar 400 million in 2004, for the 
funding of safco iV, whereby the full amount has been used as at yearend 2007. repayment started 
in 2008, with a schedule of 14 semi-annual installments. these loans are secured mortgage facili-
ties. furthermore, safco obtained a syndicated loan of sar 1.2 billion in 2004 for the same above 
mentioned purpose. the loan has been used over the prior years with a repayment schedule, of 14 
semi-annual installments, that has begun on January 2007. the applied borrowing rate for 2008, as 
per our estimates, is 3.1%.

ASSET COmPOSITION

due to the capital intensive nature of the fertilizer industry, safco has maintained a non-current 
based asset structure up until 2007 where the company’s fixed assets represented more than half 
of total assets. at year-end 2008, this concentration of non-current assets was significantly reduced 
to 47.8% of total assets due to a massive cash injection of sar 2.3 billion which diluted the relative 
weight of the fixed assets. the substantial increase in cash and cash equivalents was a result of saf-
co’s strong operating performance in 2008 that resulted in sar 4.3 billion in net cash from operating 
activities. furthermore, the substantial capital expenditures, of about sar 2.5 billion, undertaken 
during 2003-2006 mirror the nature of the industry safco operates in.

figure 37: asset structure

plants and machineries constituted 35.1% of total assets by yearend 2008, as opposed to 47.2% at 
the previous yearend. the decrease in the weight of net ppe in safco’s books is mainly due to a larger 
cash balance as mentioned above. investments and financial assets also hold a major position in the 
company’s balance sheet. they represent safco’s investment in ibn al Baytar and investments avail-
able for sale in ibn rushd, yansab and sabayek.

25 sidf: saudi industrial development fund, founded by the government, mainly to 
grant interest-free soft loans to local businessmen for industrial purposes
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Abundant liquidity facilitating its 
operations and expansions

figure 38: structure of total assets at yearend 2008

 

LIqUIDITy AND UTILIZATION 

current assets have witnessed a caGr of 51.9% between 2004 and 2008, yielding strong liquidity 
ratios along the years. safco’s cash ratio notably improved during the past two years, with 2008 hav-
ing sufficient cash reserves to meet any type of obligation.

figure 39: liquidity indicators

 
safco’s improved sales and receivable management have led to a significant reduction in the out-
standing days for receivables over the past two years. in addition, safco has been enjoying deferred 
payment terms, with its suppliers, of close to 250 days for the last two years providing it with further 
flexibility in managing its accounts. these highly favorable conditions have translated into a nega-
tive cash conversion cycle, for two consecutive years, enhancing considerably safco’s bottom-line. 
the company’s cash conversion cycle of -54 days for 2008 indicates very minimal working capital 
requirements for the time being. 

figure 40: turnover measures (days outstanding)
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A cash cow by all means

CASh FLOWS 

safco’s healthy cash flows from its operations have continued to flood the company’s books, wit-
nessing in 2008 an annual growth rate of 76.8%. this striking performance, coupled with a relatively 
low-capeX, has resulted in free cash flows of sar 4.2 billion in 2008. the large and positive cash 
flows have given the company superior coverage capability of all its debts and interest expenses.

figure 41: operational cash flows

     

 
figure 42: table of comparative financial measures

Source: Bloomberg as of December 31st, 2008

safco, in perspective, enjoys the highest profit margins and liquidity measures amid its nitrogen 
peers. safco’s gross, operating, eBitda and net profit margins largely exceed those of its rivals which 
reminds us of the company’s unmatched cost advantage that is being reflected in its various ac-
counting profits. furthermore, safco’s impressive cash position has led to liquidity measures, such as 
a cash ratio of 5.31x, far beyond those of its peers, whose cash ratios averaged 0.9x. safco also stands 
out in terms of its highly equity-based capital structure, operating with a debt-to-capital ratio of 
0.09x as opposed to its peers’ average of 0.3x.   
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SWOT ANALySIS

1a regional leader in urea and ammonia production and 
export.

1a subsidiary of one of the world’s largest petrochemical 
companies.

1an unmatched competitive cost advantage with feedstock 
supply contracts that run 25-30 years.

1operates a highly vertically integrated facility.

1relatively low export charges to asian and african markets 
due to its geographical proximity.

1located in the middle of an emerging fertilizer production 
hub.

1most of the production is marketed through sabic’s vast 
marketing network.

1indirectly backed by the saudi arabian government.

STRENGThS

1operations are mainly concentrated in two product lines, 
which entails exposure to market risk.

1strongly relies on asia as its key export market, so any se-
vere fluctuation in the asian local demand will affect the com-
pany’s performance.

1the price floor of its key products is determined by oil, 
which is a highly cyclical commodity.

WEAkNESSES

1the strong demand for crops is likely to persist, especially 
with the new era of bio-fuel technology and global food cri-
sis pushing for more agricultural developments. let alone the 
increase in the world population. the company is well posi-
tioned to grow in parallel to the global expansion of the fertil-
izer industry.

  1a rebound in oil and gas feedstock prices mainly in the 
us and europe will result in a less competitive market envi-
ronment for fertilizer producers based in these regions and a 
more favorable competitive environment for companies such 
as safco.

1the latest production curtailments will eliminate players 
from the industry and tighten supply.

  1delays in the start-ups of new fertilizer plants will persist in 
the near-term.

  1the fertilizer application season in the northern hemi-
sphere, which began in february, will last till may.

1the under-application of fertilizers over the last few months 
will most likely result in another surge in grain prices.

1the effect of the global financial crisis on weaker compa-
nies, in conjunction with safco’s solid financial structure which 
includes cash of almost sar 4 billion, opens up investment op-
portunities.

OPPORTUNITIES

1the critical role of the highly cyclical and seasonal nature 
of the fertilizer industry. 

  1some leading asian producers of urea are boosting their 
own production capacities to near self-sufficiency levels, so 
their urea imports will be reduced significantly in the future.

1increased competition, specifically from qafco which is 
aggressively expanding aiming to become the world’s larg-
est fertilizer producer by 2011, with a total annual production 
capacity of 3.8 million metric tons of ammonia and 4.3 million 
metric tons of urea.

 1safco’s earnings growth is largely driven by international 
fertilizer prices, so a protracted downturn in these prices can 
depress the company’s earnings further.

  1the prolonging or worsening of the current global eco-
nomic slowdown, and specifically in china, will pull down fer-
tilizer demand further.

  1the continuing credit constraints and low visibility regard-
ing near-term fertilizer prices may delay fertilizer purchases for 
a much longer period than expected.

ThREATS
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vALUATION

DDm vALUATION

We view the dividend discount model as the optimal method to value safco, in light of the com-
pany’s large dividend payouts. our model is based on a five-year forecast period and draws heavily 
on the demand and supply dynamics of the fertilizer industry, notably on urea prices, as safco’s 
earnings are highly sensitive to this underlying commodity price26. owing to the high correlation 
(0.86) between oil and urea prices from the beginning of 2007 to date, a linear regression model was 
used for the years starting 2010 in each of the three proposed scenarios.

1 most likely Scenario

We assumed that the oil prices will gradually increase to the usd100/bbl level by 2012. in addition, 
we assumed the chinese export tariff will remain at 110% during the projected years. our assump-
tions have resulted in the following urea prices for the forecasted period:

Source: Oil Prices by Bloomberg contributors and Audi Saudi Arabia estimates

1 optimistic Scenario

We assumed that oil prices will notably exceed the usd100/bbl level during the last three years of 
our forecasting horizon. furthermore we assumed that the chinese export tariff will be increased to 
175% for the next couple of years. our oil price assumption implies that biofuel demand will retain 
its increasing hype and accordingly urea demand will remain strong thus causing the chinese gov-
ernment to maintain its restriction on urea exports. our assumptions have resulted in the following 
urea prices for the forecasted period:

Source: Oil Prices by Bloomberg contributors and Audi Saudi Arabia estimates

1 Pessimistic Scenario

We assumed that the oil prices will remain trading below usd75/bbl during the projected years. in 
addition, we assumed the chinese export tariff will be lifted as of yearend 2009 thus exerting further 
downward pressure on urea prices. our assumptions have resulted in the following urea prices for 
the forecasted period:

Source: Oil Prices by Bloomberg contributors and Audi Saudi Arabia estimates

26 a regression analysis on safco’s quarterly earnings, since the second quarter of 
2007, and international urea prices has resulted in a correlation co-efficient of 0.98.
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Even when pricing in a protracted 
slowdown in the agro-commodity 

market, Safco’s stock would still offer 
54.1 % of upside potential

Based on a long-term expected profitability of 30.4% and a retention rate of 10.0%, a perpetual 
growth rate of 3.0% was derived. the profitability accounted for the growth and sustainability pros-
pects of the  the fertilizer industry, along with a premium added to emphasize the company’s com-
petitive status. With a risk-free rate of 2.8%, an expected market return of 11.4% and a beta of 1.11, 
we obtained a discount rate of 12.3%. as a result, the following terminal values and fair value per 
share were derived for each scenario:

thus, with a current price of sar 90.25 and a fair value of sar 139.12, safco’s stock offers an upside 
potential of 54.1%.
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We view Safco’s plunge in stock price 
as a buying opportunity

RELATIvE vALUATION

global Peer comparison

using the comparative valuation approach, we valued safco on an equal basis with selected global 
peers operating mainly in the nitrogen fertilizer industry such as yara and terra industries. the av-
erage p/e of this peer group is around 15.23x trailing and 11.58x forward. this means that, on a 
forward p/e basis, safco is trading at a slight discount to the average multiple of its peer group. in 
turn, we believe its current share price does not effectively reflect the company’s leading position, 
with its unmatched competitive cost advantage, at a time when industry and market fundamentals 
remain strong. We view the significant fall in safco’s share price from its 52-week high of sar 270 as 
completely unjustified and hence as temporary. 

Based on a peer average forward p/e of 11.58x, a fair value of sar 110.61 was derived for safco’s 
stock based on our 2009 earnings per share (eps) estimate of sar 9.55 thus offering an upside po-
tential of 22.6% for the company’s stock.

  

Source: Bloomberg as of March 11th, 2009
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however, we have noted a major difference in the capital structure and pay-out ratio of safco in 
comparison to its nitrogen peers. this disparity makes the relative valuation approach, based solely 
on a p/e comparison, unreliable as the p/e multiple largely accounts for the company’s payout ratio 
and sustainable growth rate. in turn, we have decided to exclude the result of the relative valuation 
from our final valuation model, as the former can lead to erroneous conclusions.

Source: Bloomberg as of March 11th, 2009

FINAL vALUE 

With a full weight attributed to the dividend discount model, we re-iterate that safco’s fair value per 
share is estimated at sar 139.12. safco’s stock today trades at a price of sar 90.25, thus our estimate 
of the fair value of the stock offers investors an upside potential of 54.1%.
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APPENDIx A: hISTORICAL ANNUAL 
FINANCIAL STATEmENTS
CONSOLIDATED INCOmE STATEmENT

CONSOLIDATED BALANCE ShEET
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CASh FLOW STATEmENT

* estimated figures for the year 2007 and 2008
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APPENDIx B: TABLE OF kEy FINANCIAL mEASURES
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APPENDIx C: PROJECTED INCOmE STATEmENT

APPENDIx D: PROJECTED BALANCE ShEET
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FAIR vALUE DEFINITION

RECOmmENDATION GUIDE

ADDRESS

DISCLAImER

it is an unbiased estimate of the 12-month potential market price of the stock

BUy: upside potential in share price is more than 30%

ACCUmULATE: upside potential in share price is between 10 and 30%

hOLD: upside or downside potential in share price less than 10%

REDUCE: downside potential in share price is between 10 and 30%

SELL: downside potential in share price is more than 30%

audi Saudi arabia
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